Top men go to TEXACO

A leader in the constantly expanding field of petroleum

BUILD A REWARDING CAREER for yourself with The Texas Company.

Find out first hand the broad range of opportunities and benefits in the fields of your particular studies, made possible through TEXACO's nationwide and world-wide scope.

TEXACO'S REPRESENTATIVE will be interviewing on your campus soon.

See "Opportunities with Texaco" booklet and at interviews.
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THE TEXAS COMPANY

Visit The Coop's New Women's Department!

- GLOVES - BLOUSES - BELTS - HANDBAGS - SWEATERS - SHIRTS - HOISERY - COSMETICS - SLACKS - RAINCOATS

A Pilot Blouse
The blouse pictured is an intimate blend of 90% Orlon and 20% Pima cotton. Note its attractiveness and detailed styling . . . the new lined Italian collar, true French cuffs, metal buttons and inverted pleated action back. Red or gray.

6.98

A Shadowline Slip
Here is charm combined with excellent service. Multiple shirred angel face of delicate soft construction is scolloped on the doubled sheer facing and at the upper bodice. In white, sizes 34 to 42.

5.95

WTBS "Campus Forum" Premier Interviews MIT Assistant Treas.

The first WTBS Campus Forum program was broadcast to MIT residents last Thursday night. Mr. William Mackintosh, Assistant to the Treasurer, was interviewed on the subject of cutsbacks in dormitory services. The interview, held for Campus News Director Dave Waldhaim '59 in the studios of WTBS, was taped at 8:15 on the afternoon of the broadcast.

Mr. Mackintosh said that, in his personal opinion there may have been some misconceptions on the nature and results of the cuts. He further stated that most of the adverse reactions of the students were the result of the fact that, due to poor communication, the administrative staffs were unaware of the planned cuts until they were actually put into effect. He said that the cuts will remain, although unsold student staff could man desks and do cleaning if they wished. He also outlined the plan for setting up a housemaster and Resident-Tutor system in the dormitories, to be begun next year.

This program was the first of a series of programs, to be broadcast weekly at 8:00 p.m. Thursday. Next week's Forum is planning to feature a discussion between Dean Isadore and Arnold Amtz '59, D.A. President, on the subject of Open Hours hours.

The following program plans to have an interview with President James R. Killian, Jr. Future Forums will include talks with Bursar W. A. Rickerson, Prof. Neil R. Day, Dr. Paul L. Whipple of the Smithsonian Observatory, and other members of the administration, faculty, and local personalities.

WTBS plans to pass the subject of the week's interview to dormitory and Institute buildings, with a box at which interested students may drop suggestions for questions that they would like to have put to the person interviewed. This program, according to Dave Waldhaim, is part of a new WTBS policy to increase its coverage of campus news and activities. Other activities shan- ed along these lines include campus news reports and public notices.

"DARK OF THE MOON"
The MIT Community Players will present "Dark of the Moon" at 8:30 p.m. on November 7, 8, 14 and 17, and at 2:00 p.m. on November 17 in the Little Theater. Reserved tickets are on sale for $1.00 in Building 10 from 12 to 2 p.m. weekdays.

ATTENTION SPORTS WRITERS There are still several openings for staff candidates on the Sports Board of The Tech. Anyone interested is asked to join the newspaper office, base- ment of Walker Memorial at 8:30 p.m. Wednesday, Nov. 6.

HOBBY SHOP The first meeting of Hobby Shop will be held in Room 2-051 on Wednesday, November 6th, at 5 p.m. All invited.

SUCCESSFUL STUDENTS in Physics, Mathematics, and Electrical Engineering are asked to join the Lincoln Laboratory scien- tists and engineers whose ideas have contrib- uted to new concepts in the field of electronic air defense.

- Heavy Radars - Memory Devices - Transpondered Digital Computers - Scatter Communications - Solid State - AWIN (airborne early warning) - SAGE (semi-automatic ground environment) - Systems Analysis

NOVEMBER 6, 7

Senior Lincoln Laboratory technical staff members will be on campus. Appointments may be made with the Placement Office.

Research and Development

THE COOP

A Forstmann Sweater
The Forstmann label in a classic cashmere sweater pro- claims it to be the finest . . . looks it to be the finest . . . .

Solid States and Pima cotton. Note its attractiveness and detailed styling . . . the new lined Italian collar, true French cuffs, metal buttons and inverted pleated action back. Red or gray.

A Shadowline Slip
Here is charm combined with excellent service. Multiple shirred angel face of delicate soft construction is scol- loped on the doubled sheer facing and at the upper bodice. In white, sizes 34 to 42.
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